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Angharad Davies is a violinist based in London. She is
a n a c t i v e p e r f o r m e r i n c o n t e m p o r a r y, i m p r o v i s a t i o n a n d
experimental music both as a soloist and within
ensembles. Violin studies with Charles-Andre Linale in
Dusseldorf and Howard Davies in London have shaped
and inspired her own teaching practice. Since making
London her base in 2002 she has explored expanding
the sound possibilities of the
violin both through
preparations or discovering new techniques. Through
classical and contemporary music, and improvisation,
s h e h a s w o r k e d w i t h m a n y p e o p l e i n c l u d i n g To n y
Conrad, J.G.Thirlwell, Incidental Music, Apartment
House, The Magic Numbers. and Cranc. She has
several critically acclaimed recordings released on
Another Timbre.
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In her performances Sara Hubrich combines music with
mixed-media arts, literature, dance and theatre. Originally a
classical violinist and violist she has done collaborations with
artists in site-specific locations and performed at festivals all
over Europe. She has played with many ensembles including
Basel Sinfonietta, Amsterdam Baroque Orchestra, Concerto
Köln, Apartment House, Manorexia, Miasma and The Carousel
of Headless Horses, Rashomon, Mothlite, and the Ruedi
Häusermann String Quartet. Her performance “We lay safe and
sound in free fall” was featured by the Society for the Promotion
of New Music which interconnected the performance of a rock
band with classical improvisations of a string trio.

Parkinson Saunders consists of the
composer performers Tim Parkinson
and James Saunders. Seated at two
tables, their instrumentation comprises
any sound producing means, other than
conventional instruments. This can
include lo-fi electronics, ordinary
objects, toys, vocalisations and other
natural sound sources, resulting in a
table-top orchestra of possibilities.
Their repertoire centres around
experimental music that can be realised
in a multiplicity of ways, and music
that involves a fascination with and
scrutiny upon elementary sound
production. They have performed at the
Huddersfield Contemporary Music
Festival, Q-02, SAN Expo, Modern Art
Oxford, Borealis Festival, Blurred
Edges (Hamburg), York Late Music
Festival, Soundwaves, the Tate
Modern, as well as being broadcast on
BBC Radio 3.
Vincenzo Galilei was an Italian lutenist, composer,
music theorist, and the father of the famous astronomer
and physicist, Galileo Galilei.
He was born in Santa Maria a Monte, near Florence,
about 1520 (or possibly later). At an early age, he
attracted the attention of patrons of music, such as
Bernardetto de Medici and Giovanni Bardi by his fine
fine command of the lute. With Bardi's support he was
enabled to devote himself to serious study of the theory
of music, studying with Zarlino in Venice and traveling
to learn about the music of the Turks and Moors.
Through his correspondence over some 10 years with
Girolamo Mei (the author of a treatise on ancient
music, published posthumously in an abridged version
in 1602) we have our present-day knowledge of Greek
music. Vincenzo's study of ancient Greek music
provided him with a basis for his experiments in the
new musical style and let to the writing of his Dialogo
della musica antica e della moderna (1591), in which
he attacks the elaborate polyphonic style of the
sixteenth century. His activities were an important
contribution to the efforts of the Florentine Camerata,
the circle of musicians and amateurs that invented the
new stile recitativo that finally led to the birth of opera.

*
The only contribution in words I would like to
make at this time about these two violin duos
is to quote the title of a composition by Ann
Southam: these pieces are "Simple Lines of
Inquiry" (or, in my words, they are "simply
lines of inquiry").
– Chiyoko Szlavnics

*
Hi Tim:
For John - Material: was made, along with "Nocturnes" (solo
piano), in 2007 as my contribution to a collaborative music with
Takehisa Kosugi, David Behrman and John King, dedicated to
John Cage (originally a commemorative concert at Bard College,
Annandale-on-Hudson, New York). It's 'open', available for use for
variable numbers of players and sound producing means.
Structurally it's what I've come to call 'anarchic canons', each
player uses the same collection of material, shorter items,
phrases, as the others but in an independently chosen sequence.
Best,
Christian
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